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DRIVING INNOVATION WITH CROSSCARD

HYVE Innovator´s Card helps employees to develop their ideas

Over the last two decades, HYVE has established itself as a 
leading innovator in international business. The company works 
across industries to identify new fields of growth and develop 
product concepts for the digital age. Over 70% of the DAX 
(German Stock Index) companies are among HYVE’s satisfied 
customers.

One integrated program to drive  
innovation of employees

Even the most innovative of established companies often deal 
with a lack of resources and know-how, as well as with processes 
that have become too rigid. This stops even the most talented 
employees from innovating.

To address this problem, HYVE offers customers its 
Innovator´s Program, designed to promote “intrapreneurship”: 
entrepreneurial thinking inside existing companies. To give its 
“intrapreneurs”, their seed funding, HYVE uses personalized 
credit cards, integrated with its internal crowdfunding platform. 

Why PPRO Group? 

After a careful research of credit card issuers, HYVE chose 
CrossCard by PPRO. The deciding factors were the scheme’s 
flexibility and the powerful and easy-to-use CrossCard online 
management portal. “For us, CrossCard is key to being able 
to put our program into practice. Every innovative company 
needs an innovative partner. And we are happy to found one 
with CrossCard by PPRO”, explains Robert Kleinscheck, HYVE 
product management.



+  The solution:
CrossCard Expense covers all of HYVE´s requirements and 
offers additional services such as the versatile and sophisticated 
reporting function. The solution is not only easy-to-use but 
also easy-to-integrate and therefore ideally suited for securely 
managing company expenses. The credit limit of every card 
is determined and the cards can be loaded and unloaded. 
Transactions can be visible all the time and the company always 
stays in control. And one of the best things about it: as it is a 
prepaid card model, the card budget cannot be overdrawn. 

+  The result: 
With the HYVE Innovator´s Program, employees now get 
their own innovator´s card, which is a personalized CrossCard 
Mastercard card provided by HYVE and PPRO. The card holds 
an individual innovation budget that the employee can use for 
developing their ideas, and to create and test first prototypes. 
If the budget runs out, the card owner can ask for more using 
the central crowd-funding system. The implementation of the 
system and the introduction of the individual cards wasn’t 
complicated or time consuming. And the programme is now 
a big success.  CrossCard is a key part of the intrapreneurship 
program, helping to stimulate employee innovation. 

+  What is the benefit for the company? 

CrossCard cards as part of the innovator´s program help with 
driving innovative ideas from employees and push decisions 
forward. Because ideas stay no longer in a very early stage 
where the management can hardly assess them, but can already 
been tested and prepared with minimal organizational effort. 
As further benefit for the company, personalized cards are a 
fantastic motivation tool for employees.

+  The next steps? 

The HYVE Innovator´s Program, including the CrossCard, was a 
huge success and discussions are taking place about expanding 
the program. Robert Kleinscheck again stresses: “As a reliable 
partner in innovator´s cards, which play a main role for us, PPRO 
is a valuable contributor to the success of our HYVE Innovator´s 
Program.” 

+  Summary: 
CrossCard lets customers create a card with their own design and 
branding. It also provides clear, easy-to-use online management 
and the ability to integrate with existing systems. That’s exactly 
what HYVE needed to make its programme a success. “Thanks 
to our partnershipwith PPRO, we can offer a combined approach 
to develop entrepreneurial thinking and to radical innovation 
within companies. We highly recommend CrossCard and PPRO”, 
says Robert Kleinscheck.

“Thanks to our partnership with PPRO, we can offer a combined  
approach to develop entrepreneurial thinking and to radical innovation  

within companies.”
Robert Kleinscheck, HYVE product management

CrossCard Solutions
CrossCard Solutions is the PPRO Group’s company card scheme. 
Cards can be used by companies of all sizes for a tremendous 
variety of applications. Choose one of CrossCard’s five different 
predefined solutions, or contact us for a customised solution.
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